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London was previously known as the successful host of the Summer Olympics back 
in 1908 and 1948. Now, it will become known again, and with help from the new and 
very expensive sports stadiums. It will be known again as one of the cities off the world 
where sports will not just be a form of recreation but a path to life. Below are the 9 
excellent Reasons.

Nine reasons why Olympic organisers were right to choose London.
1.   Olympic Games are carried on a five hundred acres in the Olympics Park, they've 

got the chair capacity of more than 180,000. This park includes the progressive 
facilities and stadiums, so it encourages healthy environment for sports athletes 
or fanatics.

2.  This park includes six unique types of venues just like the Aquatic center, the 
Velodrome, the Basketball arena. It allows spectators and teams to move easily. 
They include a unique footbridge network and walkways that tourists can use to 
go to and change venues easily and comfortably.

3.  This Olympic Games Park is located close to the Olympic village that provides 
accommodation for many visitors and athletes.

4.  Planned efforts were already made so that the games are in an environment that 
is ensured to be safe as well as secured. Lots of the security bureaus were 
divided so as to offer the spectators as well as players a safe, convenient, and 
comfortable environment to allow them to enjoy the Games.

5.  The transportation was given so much importance in order to ensure every spec-
tator reaches any venue within a short time possible using public transportation, 
by foot and/or through cycling. New cycle lanes and railways were added to the 
transportation infrastructure of London. The public transportation was rede-
signed to make the entrance also easy for the elderly and the disabled.

6.  To encourage usage of the public transportation, the huge number of tickets sold 
will also allow free usage of the public transportation in this city during the said 
event. It won't only prove a very eco-friendly solution if you access this venue, it 
also allows convenience to the people who are not from London.

7.  The hotel accommodations when the Olympic games are starting will be very 
easily accessible throughout London, they've got hotels of more than 100,000 
rooms, which they'll be able to choose from. There's the luxurious, the option of 
being cost-efficient, and student's accommodations having at least 30,000 beds 
made.

8.  One of the aspects in this London's event which was given care will be the games 
broadcasting to the people throughout the world. In turn, the building of Inter-
national Broadcast Centre and the Main Press Center, allows the confirmed 
broadcast journalist like that of the BBC, Sport tv, NBC as well as many others 
in carrying out their work efficiently.

9.  The event of 2012 has the goal of being green. To reduce the emission of carbon, 
to use the recyclable type of material to efficiently make use of water. 
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